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Abstract
A novel method exploits the time-reversal of mirror

symmetric pairs of polyphase components of a linear-

phase proto~pe jilter to obtain more than 25!Zo reduction

in required MIPs to perform prototype windowing of

either an analysis or synthesis cosine modulated

jilterbank on a suitable architecture. The architecture

required to obtain this MIPs reduction is only a minor

modijlcation to many DSP architectures and is, in fact,

available in the latest DSP designs. The proposed

algorithm is particularly suited for large overlap factors,

where the windowing computation dominates the required

MIPs., one important example being thejilterbank used in

kfPEG audio compression.

I Introduction

Of all filterbank structures, the cosine modulated

filter banks is the most attractive with respect to both

implementation cost and design ease, as the constituent

filters are derived from the cosine modulation of a single

prototype. One major application, the 1S0/ MPEG

subband coding of digital audio, utilizes a cosine

modulated filter bank. The MPEG audio coding window

corresponds to Type-II modulation (i.e., the window-

length is odd, but made even with the introduction of an

appropriate odd number of leading zeroes). The impulse

response of the analysis and synthesis filters hk(n) and

A(n) are cosine modulated versions of the prototype filter
h(n). For a Type-II M-channel cosine modulated filter

bank the analysis and synthesis filters are:

I ( j+:)-$k)h,(n) = 2h(n) cos (2k + 1)

( dn-$)+’J7
fL (n)= 2h(n)cos (2k + 1)

{

()<n< N-l

()~k<~-1

(la)

where, N is the length of the prototype filter h(n), $k is the

phases of the modulation index.
Another type of modulation function is Type IV

modulation for which N in the modulation function of(1)

is replaced by the order of the prototype (i.e., N-1). The

impulse responses of the analysis and synthesis filters for

Type IV modulation are

/

( a-y)+,),h, (n)= 2h(n)cos (2k + 1)

[ $(n-y)+$k),
f, (n)= 2h(n) cos (2Ic + 1)

{

()<n< N-l

()<k<~-1

(lb)

One choice for the phase of the modulation, +~ ,for

adjacent channel alias cancellation is:

ok = (2k + l)(2mM + I); (2)

HN
where m = —

2M “

To implementation the filterbank efficiently using a

DCT, the prototype filter is padded with zeros on either

side from its mid point such that m is even. With this

constraint on the length of the filter the phase, ijk,

simplifies to

~~ =(2k+l); (3)
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Using (3) in (1a) the impulse responses of analysis

and synthesis filters for Type II modulation is expressed

as:

1 [ +3’2’+”3h, (n)= 2h(n) cos (2k + 1)

[f,(n=2hncos(~2k+l~ &(n-~)+L2’+l~f)

{

()<n< N-l

o~’<&f-l

(4)
The impulse response for analysis filters can be

separated into 2M polyphase components:
2M-1

( ( ~)~-(2k+l)f}-i
Hk = ~ Gi (–.zzM ) COS (2k+l) i-–

i=o
N—— 1

where Gi (-z2M ) = 2~o 2h(2qM +i)(-z)-2qM (5)

2-’:; o

FEJ&f G~,2.,(-z?)

z“’

~M GM/2(-r?)

., $ M G~,2+,(-z2)
z

::. .
z-’ i I

‘-’E===
A fast algorithm for implementing this filterbank, using an

IDCT-11 like modulation matrix (the modulation matrix

used is the same as the IDCT-11 matrix for all coefficients

other than the dc coefficient; for the dc coefficient, the

scaling constant is 1 instead of the usual scaling factor),

can be obtained by resequencing the polyphase

components as follows:

G’i =

3A4 ~
for i= O,l,...—–

2
(6)

fori=~,...,2l-l

l:)- “ -
z“’ : PM., SM.,

&M G3W(-Z2)

2-] ~ M G3~,2+,(.~ ) ‘1

2.1 : :

L~lM GZW(-Z.2)

Figure 1. Cosine ‘modulated analysis filter bank in

terms of Type-II modulation.

In terms of this new sequence, the analysis filters are

expressed as follows:

““)=G’o(-’2M’c0{(2k+’)fi)
M-1

+ ~ (Z-iG’i (–Z 2M ~ _ ~-(2 M-0 G!2M_i ~_z2M
))c0s((2k+’Ei)i=l

o<~<~–l

(7)

In matrix notation, the analysis filter bank vector h(z)
becomes :

h(z) = Tg(z), (8)
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where,

[1Ho(z)

h(z) = ‘1 ‘z) ,
I . . . I

I
HM-I(z)j
G’. (–Z2M;M
+, (–z )-z

‘(2 M–1)G12M_1 (_z2M)
g(z) = z

..!.
-M-lG!

z M_~ (-Z2M) - Z-( M+%’M+l (-z2M) 1

and T is a M x M IDCT-11 modulation matrix with

elements:

‘ki=2c0s((2k+’)ia
A polyphase structure, structure, similar to that in [1],

that implements the analysis filterbank is shown in Figure

1. For Type IV cosine modulated filter bank, the fast

method uses IDCT IV like modulation matrix. The

polyphase structure for Type IV cosine modulated

fiherbank is shown in Figure 2. The analysis filterbank

vector is expressed as:

h(z) = Tg(z), (9)

where,

HHo(z)

h(z) = ‘1(z) ,
. . .

I
HM-I(z)j
GIO (_z2M ) _ #~-0G12M_, (_z2J’f )

g(z) = Z-lG’l (-z2M) - Z-(2 M-2)G’2M_2(-z2M) 1
[

....

z -( M-l) GIM_l (_z2J4) _ ~-MGIM (–Z2M) J
and T is a M x M IDCT IV like modulation matrix

with elements :

(~k’= ZCOS (2k 4- l)(zi + 1) ~
4h4 )

x(n)
GO(-Z2)

–-1
I

‘Pf=l--l

z-’; ‘ “

h-i
J1’i GM.,(-Z2)

.

z-’

nPO

so

‘M/2.2

T
IDCT IV :

~M/2-l MAT~x SJ4,*.,

z“’

z-’

p+’l:lJM pM/2+1 SM,*
GM+,(-d)

[“A ‘“ – “

SM.,

~M Gl~/,1.1(-z2)

PM.,

t M %2(-22)
-1

@&Jll
Figure 2. Type IV Cosine modulated analysis filter

bank in terms of IDCT IV

II Improved Windowing

A new, improved windowing technique, for

architectures of the type shown in Figure 3, is presented.

This technique can be used to compute polyphase

components PI to P(M2).1 and from P(Mnxl to PM.I for

Type II modulation and all the polyphase components PO

to PM.l for Type IV modulation. Note that the polyphase

filter GzM.i(-z2M) is the mirror image of Gi(-z2M) denoted by

6, (-z*M ). Note that Z’(Mn).iand Z“PfMnw are related by

the matrix equation:
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[ ][

‘M
where, Xi = [x, Z-2M~ Z-4MX, z“6Mxi . . . Z-N-*M Z] and

——
2*= Gj(–z2M) GM_i(–z2M)

][ 1Xi xM.i = [~M.i z-2M~~.iz-4M~Jf.jz-6MxM.i... z-’’-2Mxi].i]

z“pM GM+i(-Z2M) - G2M_i(-z2M) ‘M-i
—+i.

L~J

[

Gi(-z2M)

][ 1GM_i(–Z2M ) Xi
=. (lo)

GM-i(–z2M) . Gi(_z2M) ‘M-i ‘

AI

MEMORY

A hll%wll II I+w=’E...,m,m.

Y PA’’’’-ADDRESS
REGISTERS/

CIRCULAR STEP/
MODIFY LOGIC f== II ~ REGISTERS I I I Ilmfi

I
-

I MUX III

Figure 3. Architecture that exploiti

Direct computation of the polyphase components

p(~n).i and # P(J.f,*)+iusing the SIMD architecture requires

2N/M multiplications and (2N/M)-2 additions. This SIMD

architecture has all the features shown in Figure 3 except

that a single accumulator replaces the dual accumulator

and the ALU need not execute in parallel with the

multiply accumulator (MAC).

To reduce the instruction rate, (10) can be expressed

as a sum of butterfly operations:

(14) to reduce required MIPs.

1
PM——

2’

][

= gi
Z-(N-M)

Z“PM -z-(N-M)

—+i

gM-i][~[N-M,xM_i]+

&7Jf-i gi

2

[

+Z -,N-~~;i]~::3M)X32-j

-( N-M)gi
. . .

‘gM-i Z

‘r;t;+~++r
(11)

One simple optimization technique is to compute

each butterfly using 3 multiplies and 3 adds [2] as shown

in Figure. 3 instead of the 4 multiplies and 2 adds implied

by (11).
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‘(gi+i(2M-’) gM,)

x,
2?p’M\2.i,(J

‘M-zd x--6-- P’-”-’7
( ~-(N-Mj

gM.i- gi)

Figure.4 Butterfly operation implemented

three multiplies and three adds.
with

For MPEG audio windowing (M=32, N=5 11), this

method requires 24 multiplies and 24 additions for

computing all the butterflies for each pair of polyphase

components. Another 14 additions are required to

accumulate the outputs of the butterflies. In architectures

where the computation of the butterflies and their

summation is a parallel operation, this method yields

about twenty five percent reduction in computational

complexity. However, an alternative regular structure, that

uses the simpler architecture of Figure 3, provides a

slightly superior complexity reduction.

First, express (10) as the sum of a single (rather than

dual) polyphase component and an exact mirror image

structure [3] as follows:

[:;~+j=~ ‘2j(-2M)_J[fM-j]
+G,(-Z2M) ][ 1

GM-i (-z2M ) xi

GM-i(–z2M) Gi(–z2M) xJf.j,‘/H 1
P“ J/f P’ J,f

—— —— i
2’

+J,
zJfP”~ z pJf

—+1 y+i
2

[ 1!
P’-i -(N-M) -( N-M)gM_i

f?,.. z g{ g,k-i ... zZ“P’M =
~+i

z-( N-M)gM_j,.. ~M_, ~-( N-M)g,
... g, 1.

[

1= —’

i!
xl

_(N-M)
,Z Xj

X~_f

. .
Z-N–M) x&,-i

co ... CM O... 0
1

1[

—. 1

1 0 ..,0 4dM ~... do
——
4

(13)

‘x +z-(N-M)xM_i
i

. . . .
~-(N-M)

xi + XM–~

~-( N-M)x, _xM_i
1

. . . .
x _ z-( N-M)xM_i

i

(14)

-2M’,s?,+z-(N-2M)+2MI
where. c;=(z gM-i)/2,,. ..- .

d,=( Z-2M’~1-Z-(N-W+2M’ gM-i)/z.

For MPEG audio coding, the computation of the first

part of ( 12) requires 8 multiplications and seven additions

per polyphase component pair. The computation of the
second part of (12) is done via (14) utilizing 16

multiplications 30 additions and one addlsubtract

operation per polyphase component pair. Finally, one

more addition is needed to sum P’ ~12+,and p“~lz+,. For the

architecture of Fig. 3, the number of instructions executed

per polyphase component pair is 26 as compared to the 32
instructions consumed by the direct realization (yielding a

savings in required MIPs by 25%). For any window

length, N, and any number of subbands, M, is

(asymptotically) 1.5N/M instructions per polyphase

component pair are consumed. A small additional

complexity reduction is obtained by utilizing the fact that

GO(-Z2) and GM(-Z2) are sy~etric. since these filter

outputs are added to compute the polyphase component,

PMn, they can be combined into a single linear phase filter

as shown by the lower instruction-rate program of Figure

A.2 in the appendix (for the architecture of Figure 3).

A similar reduction can also be obtained for the

synthesis filterbank of Figure 5 by noting that ~Sj(n) and XS

~.i(n) are related to the polyphase components by the

matrix equation:

(12)

The second part of the above equation is detailed in

( 13), while the complexity associated with (13) can be

reduced by a factor of 2 by the equivalent form [3] given

by (14).
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PJ,t

[ 1[

= G1(–Z2M) - Gj+~(-z2M) 1[-
—+i

‘si
xS~ .i -;

_6~_i(_Z2M) _ d2Jrf_i(-Z2M) Z PM i
—-

PM

-[

~i(_z2M)

1[ ]

- GM_i(–z2M) ~+i—
‘dJ,f_i(-z2M)-Gi(–.z2M) Z PM i—-

L L. 2

‘M , PJ,l
(15)

[ 1[ 1[=2Gi(-22M) O ~+’ + _~i(_z2M)

1[ ]

- GM-i(-Z2M) ~+i
o ozpM , I<i<:-1

-~ M_i(-z2M) - Gi(-z2M) Z-ipM
—-,’ —-

2’

III Conclusion

L 2 “J

so

T
DCT II

s~,~ MATRIX

sM/2+1

SM.,

,., 1111pM/2 1

47--J - I-Jill
G M+; (-z’) 11I

1 II
WL+2:

x,(n)
-

z“’

z“’

Z-l

z-’

z“’

-
Figure 5. Cosine modulated synthesis filterbank in terms of Type-II modulation.

A regular algorithmic structure for MPEG audio

analysis and synthesis windowing that, for an architecture

already implemented on some DSPS, achieves a z5~0

reduction in required MIPs is described. The required

architecture has only a very small incremental gate count

over a conventional SIMD DSP architecture, requiring

only one additional MAC accumulator register and two

additional multiplexors. The impact of this algorithmic

improvement is significant in the implementation of

multichannel extensions of MPEG and other audio coding

standards.
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